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The Iditarod, one of the most iconic endurance events in the world, begins its 50th annual 
running on March 5th.  We are celebrating this milestone by launching our most innovative 
undertaking to date: IditaCoin – The crypto token for dog lovers around the world! The 
IditaCoin is being developed with long term value creation, minimal environmental impact 
and best in underlying technology to ensure that all IditaCoin holders have the best safety 
for their token holdings.  This combination will provide the most powerful blockchain 
experience for Iditarod fans, dog owners, animal afficionados and crypto adopters around 
the globe.  Now THAT is harnessing the true power of MBF (Man’s Best Friend)!

Unlike strictly meme coins, the IditaCoin will have a multi-phased rollout to bring utility and 
lasting value for those who participate.  In addition to providing benefits to the Iditarod 
community, our project is committed to providing support to animal welfare and the 
Alaskan Native communities that continue to share the heritage of this great race.

ABSTRACT:
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The IditaCoin leverages the brand exposure and passion of the world-famous Iditarod 
competition. Each athlete (known as a “musher”) leads a team of 14 dogs on a 1,049 mile, 
life changing journey through the Alaskan Wilderness; navigating storms; snow, ice, wind, 
team care and personal endurance. Iditarod mushers are extraordinary homo sapiens, 
tenacious adventure-athletes; part Magellan, part meteorologists, part magicians, sleep 
deprivation ninjas and soulful dog whisperers. The Iditarod is the embodiment of grit and 
the indomitable Alaskan spirit.

The Iditarod is also synonymous with the history of Alaska. Alaskan dog teams were the The Iditarod is also synonymous with the history of Alaska. Alaskan dog teams were the 
lifeblood of vital services, critical transportation, and a communication network for many 
within the Arctic’s First Peoples communities.  Alongside the critical role dog-teams played 
in delivering medicine, sharing resources, and providing desperately needed 
communication between isolated groups, another bond was growing: the relationship 
between a musher and their dogs which was part deep, loving commitment and part 
interdependence.  As a result, mushers became deeply attached to their dogs, and dogs 
were just as deeply connected to the men and women who guided and cared for them.  

However, as transportation in rural areas became mechanized, this essential cultural However, as transportation in rural areas became mechanized, this essential cultural 
element became at risk of dying off, as so many traditions have within various 
communities around the world.  Rather than let this happen, The Iditarod has gathered the 
reins of tradition and channeled the passion of people from across the globe to celebrate 
this heritage and expand the connection between dogsled “mushers” and their teams into 
the areas of advanced canine nutrition, elite athletic performance and strengthened rural 
community connection.  

The Iditarod, while the essence of old school authenticity for the race itself, is focused on The Iditarod, while the essence of old school authenticity for the race itself, is focused on 
enhancing relevance, attracting new generations of fans and building resources to improve 
canine care for all dog owners.  Now, in its 50th year of running, The Iditarod is embracing 
blockchain technology to leverage the brand and its community.  

Do you share our passion for innovation and next gen pioneering?  If so, jump on and get 
ready for the ride of your life!

INTRODUCTION:
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Huge Addressable Market

Let’s face it – crypto and canines have a deep love affair going on.  There is a special 
alchemy between crypto enthusiasts and the adorable dogs interfacing multiple 
tokens/coins/crypto assets.

As the most prominent athletic competition in the world for dogs, the Iditarod is strongly As the most prominent athletic competition in the world for dogs, the Iditarod is strongly 
positioned to benefit from the engagement of their internal, passionate followers as well as 
crypto enthusiasts globally.

The Iditarod already has: 
     • Over 200k newsletter subscribers
     • 15k + paid race stream subscribers
     • More than 4 million global viewers during the main event
     • A domestic US market of 63m households have dogs     • A domestic US market of 63m households have dogs
     • An international market of 470+ million households with dogs
     • Ownership of DockDogs, the leading canine water sport producer in the world with          
Ω     over 200 events.

FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS:
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The Iditarod Knows The Power Of Being The Lead Dog

While many charities are focused on campaigns asking for crypto donations, we are busy While many charities are focused on campaigns asking for crypto donations, we are busy 
breaking trail into a whole new territory: self-sustainability by combining the passion of our 
community with the power of blockchain technology.  Make sure you check out our project 
plan to see the exciting stops token holders can plan on being a part of.  It’s revolutionary, 
fast moving, pressure-tested and tremendously exciting. In a word, it is a true Iditarod 
adventure!

IditaCoin Holders Deserve A Token That Will Go The Distance

Unlike “meme coins” that might use a pump and dump strategy to grab short term profits, Unlike “meme coins” that might use a pump and dump strategy to grab short term profits, 
we’ve got a whole different approach with the IditaCoin.  We are building our token on 
Solana because of its low environmental impact, low transaction cost and best in class 
security protocols.  Following the initial launch, we will be continuously reinvesting 
proceeds to build out powerful utility functionality which will drive value and increasing 
demand for our token, loading our sled with ongoing value and appreciation for everyone.

FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS:
cont...
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The Good You Do, Should Do Good For You Too

Passive giving is showing up more and more in the rearview mirror.  Donor fatigue as a 
result of continuous fundraising “asks” has led to disengagement.  That’s why we want you 
to know that when you join us on this adventure, we will be laser focused to make sure 
that the good you do, does good for you.

FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS:
cont...
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Total Supply (Capped): 10,000,000,000

Token Address: 
https://solscan.io/token/5AUZ4YM9LieuSiRV9QkSGQ9McvCbs8Dma8YpzhphDD93

Token Trading Name: DGZ 

Network: Solana

Suggested Wallet For IDITACOIN:  Phantom 

IDITACOIN TOKENOMICS

66

https://solscan.io/token/5AUZ4YM9LieuSiRV9QkSGQ9McvCbs8Dma8YpzhphDD9


TOKENOMICS DETAILS 

The total max supply of lditaCoin is 1 OB and is released on a strict vesting schedule 
for the following purposes: 

• 2% or a total of 200,000,000 lditaCoin will be allocated for the initial pre-sale 
Solana Address: CLICK HERE

https://solscan.io/token/5AUZ4YM9LieuSiRV9QkSGQ9McvCbs8Dma8YpzhphDD93 

PRE-REGISTER, PRE-SALE 

https://solscan.io/token/5AUZ4YM9LieuSiRV9QkSGQ9McvCbs8Dma8YpzhphDD93
https://solscan.io/token/5AUZ4YM9LieuSiRV9QkSGQ9McvCbs8Dma8YpzhphDD93
https://iditarod.com/iditacoin/


● 20% or a total of 2,000,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for the public raise.
Wallet address: 

● 12% or a total of 1,200,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for the IDO/Launchpad 
deployment and listing for coin market coverage on sites like CoinGecko and 
CoinMarketCap, followed by listing on DEXs

● 6% or a total of 600,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for marketing
to build demand, enhance messaging and ensure value creation through ongoing brand to build demand, enhance messaging and ensure value creation through ongoing brand 
awareness initiatives.  

● 10% or a total of 1,000,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for the team incentives and 
partnership expansion. Every member of the team involved in the initial launch of this 
project committed their time, talent, networks, and tools without compensation due to their 
belief in the project and commitment to the cause.

● 10% or a total of 1,000,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for community incentives such ● 10% or a total of 1,000,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for community incentives such 
as burning, farming and staking rewards which will generate additional price increase as 
well as revenue which will be distributed back to token holders

● 10% or a total of 1,000,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for the Iditarod treasury to 
support operations, outreach, fan-base build-out and athlete support.

TOKENOMICS DETAILS
Cont...
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● 10.5% or a total of 1,050,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for charitable grant giving to 
external charities which advance canine welfare, support the Alaskan communities that 
support our event by acting as Checkpoint Partners and the establishment of an Iditarod 
Endowment which will be held and reinvested in perpetuity for the protection of this great 
event for decades to come.

● 6.5% or a total of 650,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for ongoing development of the ● 6.5% or a total of 650,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for ongoing development of the 
IditaCoin’s utility, integration with retail applications, investment in advanced token utility 
and the development of NFTs and the gamification of the Iditarod experience so that fans 
all over the world can “compete” alongside the mushers in Alaska.  While this amount is 
less than some other projects, it is sufficient to fuel the functionality needed for growth 
while preserving as much supply as possible to support our charity.

● 13% or a total of 600,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for staking, farming and burning  ● 13% or a total of 600,000,000 IditaCoin will be allocated for staking, farming and burning  
to provide price support as well as compounding returns which will be added to the TVL 
(total value locked) of the IditaCoin – building and securing the token’s value for the long 
term.

TOKENOMICS DETAILS
Cont...
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IDITACOIN TEAM
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IDITACOIN TEAM
cont...
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IDITACOIN TEAM 
cont ... 

Josephine is an entrepreneur who completed her 
undergraduate studies in electrical and computer engineering. 
She will commence studies at Notre Dame Law School this 
autumn. While at Notre Dame, Josephine will specialize in 
blockchain and cryptocurrency law. She and her family have 
been lditarod fans and supporters for decades. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/josephine-mills-063a75177/
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/josephine-mills-063a75177/
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